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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTAI{DING
FOR

RESEARCH, TRAINING, EXTENSION, ACADEMIC
COOPERATIOI\ AND COLLABORATION IN EDUCATION

BETWE,EI\

bioRe PUBLIC SCHOOL,OJIIRA,TEHSIL-KASRAWAAD,DISTRICT KHARGONE

*ili""r"sHA MAHA'IDYALAYA,GULAB BAI YADAV SM]
BORAWAN, M.P.,INDIA

The general objectives of the MoU witl be research, training, extension, academic cooperation and

collaboration in education of Student-teachers especially students of B.Ed. and M.Ed. courses. It will
help to collaborate academically for mutual benefit of both the institutes. It will also help to regulate

training programs between the two institutes and extend community services.

It may include programs offered at either party which are felt to be desirable and feasible for the

development and strengthening of expertise in the various fields to expand the opportunities in the

Research, Training, Extension Academic cooperation and collaboration in Education. It also includes

the exchange of ideas on Research Publications, Extension and other Training programs. It aims for

the development of human resources to face the future challenges & the cooperative relationships

between the two institutions. Such programs may include any or all of the following activities:

1. To participate in seminars, workshops and conferences organized in both the institutes.

2. Allow mutual use of library resources.

3. Collaborate in areas such as Value Education, ICT education, Innovative Teaching-Learning.

4. Teacher Internships and field visits be carried out by mutual consent for time, duration and

requirement of the schools.

5. Encouragement of ICT and other online facilities.

6. Placement programs be organzed by mutual collaboration between the two schools.

7. Actively participate in Guidance and counseling services for school and students

8. Organizevarious events, fair and programs for academic purposes.

g. Development of short-term training and extension programs

10. Jointly organize and participate in meetings, seminars, and workshops through various online

platform;

I 1. Increase awareness among students through collaboration for the current areas and topics.

12. Any other areas which the parties agree and are in their mutual interest-



The aim of the memorandum of understanding shall be to achieve a broad balance in the

respective contributions and benefits of the collaborations, subject to periodic review by both the

institutes. This will take effect fi'om the date of signing and shall be valid for the given time.

Either party may terminate the Agreement at any time by the provision of three months written

notice to the other partv 
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bioRe Public School trihart

Dr. Reena M. Tak
Principal

bioRe Public Sch*i:i , Ojhara

Dr Sure Kutn*r Tiwerl
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Swa. Culah Bai Yada' $tttrtr'

Shiksha MahavidYala"a" $*rawan {tu1 p

Signature for and on behalf of Signature for of
Kum*r Tiwarl
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